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Atkins, Ace

The Fallen

In Tibbehah County, Mississippi, Sheriff Quinn Colson hates to admit he respects the bank robbers who've
been wreaking havoc in the MidSouth. A new bank has been getting hit every week, and the robbers rush
in and out with such skill and precision it reminds him of raids he once led as an Army Ranger. In fact, it
reminds him so much of the techniques in the Ranger Handbook that he can’t help wondering if the
outlaws are former Rangers themselves. Quinn and his right-hand woman, straight-talking deputy Lillie
Virgil, turned the county upside down after the crew hit Jericho First National, but the criminals disappeared
like smoke. Almost as if they had help. God knows, Tibbehah has always been a haven for outlaws, from
long-ago bootleggers to the truck stop den of iniquity now run by flame-haired Madam Fannie Hathcock.
So when the pious new head of the county supervisors, a flinty man named Skinner, says he plans to
make the county like it used to be by getting rid of Fannie, Quinn has to wonder what he really wants.
Standing between Quinn and the truth, he'll cross paths with the last vestiges of the Dixie Mafia, a rising
state senator fueled up with ambition and greed, and solve the recent disappearance of two teens that may
be the secret to taking down the whole house of cards.

Atkins, Ace

Robert B. Parker’s Little White Lies

Connie Kelly thought she'd found her perfect man on an online dating site. He was silver-haired and
handsome, with a mysterious background working for the CIA. She fell so hard for M. Brooks Welles that
she wrote him a check for almost 300 thousand dollars, hoping for a big return on her investment. But
within weeks, both Welles and her money are gone. Her therapist, Dr. Susan Silverman, hands her Boston
PI Spenser’s card. A self-proclaimed military hotshot, Welles had been a frequent guest on national news
shows speaking with authority about politics and world events. But when he disappears, he leaves not only
a jilted lover but a growing list of angry investors, duped cops, and a team of paramilitary contractors
looking for revenge. Enter Spenser, who quickly discovers that everything about Welles is phony. His
name, his resume, and his client list are nothing but an elaborate fraud. But uncovering the truth won't be
easy, as he'll have to keep the mystery man alive long enough to get back his client's money.

Atwood, Margaret

The Handmaid’s Tale

Originally published in 1985, this taut, psychological thriller by Atwood has achieved renewed interest given
the new streaming television service Hulu series of the same name which garnered 13 Emmy nominations.
In the near future, in the Republic of Gilead, formerly the United States, far-right ideals have been carried
to extremes in a mono-theocratic government. The resulting society is a feminist's nightmare where women
are strictly controlled, unable to have jobs or money, and assigned to various classes: the chaste, childless
Wives; the housekeeping Marthas; and the reproductive Handmaids, who turn their offspring over to the
“morally fit” Wives. The tale is told by Offred (read: “of Fred”), a Handmaid who recalls her past and tells
how the chilling society came to be.

Barton, Fiona

The Child

As an old house is demolished in a gentrifying section of London, a workman discovers a tiny skeleton,
buried for years. For journalist Kate Waters, it's a story that deserves attention. She cobbles together a
piece for her newspaper, but at a loss for answers, she can only pose a question, “Who is the Building Site
Baby?” As Kate investigates, she unearths connections to a crime that rocked the city decades earlier: A
newborn baby was stolen from the maternity ward in a local hospital and was never found. Her heartbroken
parents were left devastated by the loss. But there is more to the story, and Kate is drawn — house by
house — into the pasts of the people who once lived in this neighborhood that has given up its greatest
secret. Soon she finds herself the keeper of an unexpected mystery in the lives of three women in this tale
rife with startling twists, cunning predators, and bare-knuckle survival.

Benton, Janet

Lilli De Jong

In 1883 Philadelphia, 22-year-old Lilli de Jong discovers that she is pregnant. When her fiancé decides to
leave her behind, Lilli, once sheltered by her Quaker community, can no longer associate with respectable
society including her own family. The Philadelphia Haven for Women and Infants, an institution for unwed
mothers, promises Lilli a reputable adoption and a fresh start, albeit one built on lies. But nothing prepares
Lilli for motherhood and how quickly the bond with her daughter overtakes her heart. Mothers in her
position face disabling prejudice, which is why most give up their newborns. But Lilli can’t accept such an
outcome. Instead, she braves moral condemnation and financial ruin in a quest to keep herself and her
baby alive. In the cruel world of her day, she must choose, again and again, between her principles and
necessities. Told through Lilli’s journals, the book offers a distressing window into the intersections of
motherhood, independence, faith, and class at a time when even affluent white women had little control
over their lives. Benton’s research fuels Lilli’s passionate, authentic voice with reflections such as, “So little
is permissible for a woman, yet on her back, every human climbs to adulthood.”

Chevalier, Tracy

New Boy

Chevalier’s latest is a submission for The Hogarth Shakespeare project which launched in 2015 and aims
to see Shakespeare’s works retold by acclaimed and best-selling novelists of today. Here, she relocates
Othello to Washington, D.C., in the early 1970s, where sixth grader Osei, the son of a Ghanaian diplomat,
faces his first morning at a new elementary school, his fourth in six years. The day starts well when Osei
meets popular girl Dee and the pair fall head over heels in love. But seeing the school's only black boy woo
a white girl is too much for Ian, a schoolyard bully, and he hatches a plan to ruin their blossoming
relationship. Ian drags others into his manipulations, and by the end of the school day, hearts are broken
and tragedy strikes the normally placid schoolyard. Chevalier smartly uses her narrative as an opportunity
to spin a story commenting on racism in America, and the reader advances with a sense of foreboding,
knowing how the play ends. This is an evocative retelling of Shakespeare, and as Chevalier demonstrates,
his characters’ interactions and motivations fit surprisingly well into the brutal world of childhood.

Child, Lincoln

Full Wolf Moon

In Childs's fifth novel featuring Jeremy Logan, a Yale history professor and investigator of unexplained
phenomena, Logan looks for a rational explanation for rumors of werewolves. He has come to Cloudwater,
a secluded Adirondacks retreat for creative people, to finish writing a monograph on heresy in the Middle
Ages when his plans are disrupted by a plea for help from an old college friend, forest ranger Randall
Jessup. Jessup is worried by the deaths in recent months of two young, fit, highly experienced
backpackers, each of whom was torn to pieces during a full moon near the small, isolated town of Pike
Hollow. The official line is that the hikers were the victims of a bear, but the forest ranger doesn't believe it.
Logan discovers no shortage of suspects capable of such an attack — and no shortage of locals willing to
point the finger and spread incredible rumors. As Logan gets to know the remote deep-woods landscape,
he realizes he's up against something he has never seen before.

Clark, Mary Higgins

All By Myself Alone

Fleeing a disastrous and humiliating arrest of her husband-to-be on the eve of their wedding, Celia Kilbride,
a gems and jewelry expert, hopes to escape from public attention by lecturing on a brand-new cruise ship
— the Queen Charlotte. On board, she meets 86-year-old Lady Emily Haywood, "Lady Em," as she is
known throughout the world. Immensely wealthy, Lady Em is the owner of a priceless emerald necklace
that she intends to leave to the Smithsonian after the cruise. Three days out to sea, Lady Em is found
dead, and the necklace is missing. Is it the work of her apparently devoted assistant, Brenda Martin, or her
lawyer-executor, Roger Pearson, both of whom she had invited to join her on the cruise? Or is it Professor
Henry Longworth, an acclaimed Shakespeare scholar who is lecturing on board? The list of suspects is
large and growing. Celia sets out to find the killer, not realizing that she has put herself in mortal danger.

Connelly, Michael

The Late Show

Renee Ballard works the night shift in Hollywood — also known as the Late Show — beginning many
investigations but finishing none, as each morning she turns everything over to the day shift. A once upand-coming detective, she's been given this beat as punishment after filing a sexual harassment complaint
against a supervisor. But one night she catches two assignments she doesn't want to part with: the brutal
beating of a prostitute left for dead in a parking lot and the killing of a young woman in a nightclub shooting.
Against orders and her partner's wishes, she works both cases by day while maintaining her shift by night.
As the investigations entwine, they pull her closer to her own demons and the reason she won't give up her
job, no matter what the department throws at her.

Correa, Armando Lucas

The German Girl

Before everything changed, young Hannah Rosenthal lived a charmed life. Now, in 1939, the streets of
Berlin are draped with red, white, and black flags; her family’s fine possessions are hauled away, and they
are no longer welcome in the places that once felt like home. Hannah and her best friend, Leo Martin,
make a pact: whatever the future has in store for them, they’ll meet it together. Hope appears in the form of
the S.S. St. Louis, a transatlantic liner offering Jews safe passage out of Germany. After a frantic search to
obtain visas, the Rosenthals and the Martins depart on the luxurious ship bound for Havana. Life on board
the St. Louis is like a surreal holiday for the refugees, with masquerade balls, exquisite meals, and polite,
respectful service. But soon ominous rumors from Cuba undermine the passengers’ fragile sense of safety.
From one day to the next, impossible choices are offered, unthinkable sacrifices are made, and the ship
that once was their salvation seems likely to become their doom. Seven decades later in New York City, on
her 12th birthday, Anna Rosen receives a strange package from an unknown relative in Cuba, her greataunt Hannah. Its contents will inspire Anna and her mother to travel to Havana to learn the truth about their
family’s mysterious and tragic past. Based on a true story, this is a powerful and affecting debut novel.

Evanovich, Janet

Dangerous Minds

Buddhist monk Wayan Bagus lost his island of solitude and wants to get it back. The island was about 200
miles northeast of Samoa; had a mountain, beaches, a rainforest, and a volcano, and now it’s gone and
vanished without a trace. Brilliant and relentless Emerson Knight likes nothing better than solving an
unsolvable, improbable mystery. When clues lead to a dark and sinister secret that is being guarded by the
National Park Service, Emerson will need to assemble a crack team for help. He enlists Riley Moon and his
cousin Vernon. Riley Moon has a Harvard business degree and can shoot the eyes out of a grasshopper at
50 feet, but she can’t figure out how to escape the vortex of Emerson Knight’s odd life. Vernon has been
Emerson’s loyal and enthusiastic partner in crime since childhood. He now lives in an RV behind
Emerson’s house. Together, this ragtag, mismatched trio will embark on a worldwide investigation that will
expose a conspiracy 100 years in the making.

Evans, Lissa

Their Finest

In 1940s Britain, the Ministry of Information is working on a propaganda film and tasks a group of London
filmmakers, at the height of the Blitz, with making a movie about twin sisters who had piloted their small
boat across the Channel to rescue soldiers at Dunkirk. Unfortunately, the real story of the sisters'
adventure is not at all like what was reported and what the film's producers want to put on-screen. The plot
centers on a young copy writer, Catrin Cole, who lands a job on the Dunkirk movie specifically to write the
slop that is the sentimental women's stuff. Catrin proves capable of much more than slop, although her
critical male co-workers are skeptical. Ambrose, an aging character actor, reluctantly agrees to take on a
small role, although he knows he's far too talented for the part. Special Military Advisor Arthur is more
interested in getting to know Edith, one of the costumers, than doing his job, but the director isn't really
listening to him anyway. A thousand rewrites and reshoots later, will this film ever get off the ground?

Evans, Richard Paul

The Broken Road

Chicago celebrity Charles James can't shake the nightmare that wakes him each night. He sees himself
walking down a long, broken highway the sides of which are lit in flames. Where is he going? Why is he

walking? What is the wailing he hears around him? By day, he wonders why he's so haunted and unhappy
when he has all he ever wanted — fame, fans, fortune, and the lavish lifestyle it affords him. Coming from
a childhood of poverty and pain, this is what he's dreamed of. But now, at the pinnacle of his career, he's
started to wonder if he's wanted the wrong things. His wealth has come legally, but questionably, from the
power of his personality, seducing people out of their hard-earned money. When he learns that one of his
customers has committed suicide because of financial ruin, Charles is shaken. The cracks in his facade
start to break down spurring him to question everything: his choices, his relationships, his future, and the
type of man he's become. Then a twist of fate changes everything. Charles is granted something very
remarkable … a second chance. The question is what will he do with it?

Fairstein, Linda

Deadfall

Manhattan Assistant DA Alexandra Cooper is no stranger to death but never before has she held it in her
arms as she does when DA Paul Battaglia, once her idol, falls on top of her after being shot on the steps of
the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Still on leave after escaping kidnappers weeks earlier, Alex is traumatized
again when she finds herself a person of extreme interest. Why did Battaglia, with whom she'd fallen out of
favor of late, send her three increasingly urgent messages about needing to see her that night? Could she
have been deadfall, the prey to set him up for assassination? With her lover, NYPD homicide detective
Mike Chapman, Alexandra tries to find answers, facing increasing danger as she learns about the lucrative
smuggling of animal parts. Known for her knowledge of New York City, Fairstein here explores the Bronx
Zoological Park and makes a strong case for protecting endangered animals.

Flynn, Kathleen A.

The Jane Austen Project

In London, 1815, two travelers — Rachel Katzman and Liam Finucane — arrive in a field in rural England,
disheveled and weighed down with hidden money. Turned away at a nearby inn, they are forced to travel
by coach all night to London. They are not what they seem, but rather colleagues who have come back in
time from a technologically advanced future, posing as wealthy West Indies planters — a doctor and his
spinster sister. While Rachel and Liam aren't the first team from the future to "go back," their mission is by
far the most audacious: they must meet, befriend, and steal from Jane Austen herself. Carefully selected
and rigorously trained by The Royal Institute for Special Topics in Physics, disaster-relief doctor Rachel
and actor-turned-scholar Liam have little in common besides the extraordinary circumstances they find
themselves in. Circumstances that call for Rachel to stifle her independent nature and let Liam take the
lead as they infiltrate Austen's circle via her favorite brother, Henry. But diagnosing Jane's fatal illness and
obtaining an unpublished novel hinted at in her letters pose enough of a challenge without the continuous
convolutions of living a lie. While her friendship with Jane deepens and her relationship with Liam grows
complicated, Rachel fights to reconcile the woman she is with the proper lady 19th-century society expects
her to be. As their portal to the future prepares to close, Rachel and Liam struggle with their directive to
leave history intact and exactly as they found it … however heartbreaking that may prove.

Frank, Dorothea Benton

Same Beach Next Year

One enchanted summer, two couples begin a friendship that will last more than 20 years and transform
their lives. A chance meeting on the Isle of Palms, one of Charleston's most stunning barrier islands, brings
former sweethearts, Adam Stanley and Eve Landers together again. Their respective spouses, Eliza and
Carl, fight sparks of jealousy flaring from their imagined rekindling of old flames. As Adam and Eve get
caught up on their lives, their partners strike up a deep friendship and flirt with an unexpected attraction of
their own. Year after year, Adam, Eliza, Eve, and Carl eagerly await their reunion at Wild Dunes, a
condominium complex at the island's tip end, where they grow closer, building a friendship that will
withstand financial catastrophe, family tragedy, and devastating heartbreak. The devotion and love they
share will help them weather the vagaries of time and enrich their lives as circumstances change; their
children grow up and leave home, and their twilight years approach. Bursting with the intoxicating richness
of Frank's beloved Lowcountry — the sultry sunshine, cool ocean breezes, icy cocktails, and starry velvet
skies — this is a dazzling celebration of the power of friendship, the enduring promise of summer, and the
indelible bonds of love.

Fuller, Claire

Swimming Lessons

Disenchanted by the life in which she’s found herself, Ingrid Coleman writes letters to her husband, Gil,
about the truth of their passionate and troubled marriage and hides them, unread, in the thousands of
books Gil has collected over the years. Then she disappears while swimming from a Dorset beach,
presumed drowned, leaving behind her dilapidated house by the sea, her husband, and her two young
daughters, Flora and Nan. Twelve years later, Gil thinks he sees Ingrid from a bookshop window and
injures himself chasing after her, but he’s getting older and his unlikely sighting is chalked up to senility.
Flora, who has never believed Ingrid drowned, returns home to care for her father and investigate her
mother’s disappearance. But what Flora doesn’t realize is that the answers to her questions are all around,
hidden in the books that surround her.

Heller, Peter

Celine

Living in Brooklyn and about to turn 70 two years after 9/11, former avid smoker Celine, a sculptor, is
suffering from emphysema and determined to concentrate on her art and her husband, Pete, whom she
met in AA. But Celine has also made a career of tracking down missing persons, and she has a better
record at it than the FBI. Celine became a sleuth to help people find missing family members, having
survived high-society scandals and wrenching losses, so she can't say no when young, striking Gabriela
asks her to determine if her father, a famous National Geographic photographer, was actually killed by a
bear in Yellowstone 23 years ago since his body was never found. Celine and Pete head West, borrow her
son's camper and launch a deceptively leisurely investigation showcasing Celine's appreciation for public
libraries and passion for firearms, venturing into international cover-ups, and culminating in hilarious
showdowns in which wit is the mightiest weapon. As for laconic Pete, he's got his beloved's back and her
oxygen. This captivating, tender, brainy, and funny tale of the mysterious powers of beauty and grief,
nature and family was inspired by the life of Heller's own remarkable mother, a chic and iconoclastic
private-eye.

Hilderbrand, Elin

The Identicals

Identical twins Harper and Tabitha Frost split up when they were 17. Harper went with their charismatic,
blue-collar dad, Billy, to Martha's Vineyard, and Tabitha with their controlling fashion-designer mother,
Eleanor, to Nantucket. As they grow up, they also grow apart, and things happen that make the separation
permanent. That is, until the summer before their 40th birthday, when Billy's death and Harper's affair with
a married doctor make life on the Vineyard untenable, and Tabitha's 16-year-old daughter, Ainsley grows
beyond her control over on Nantucket. Despite their reluctance, the sisters switch places. Harper takes on
Ainsley, as well as Eleanor's failing Nantucket boutique, while Tabitha remodels Billy's house so they can
sell it for a much-needed profit.

Hooper, Kay

Wait for Dark

In Clarity, North Carolina, the residents have fallen victim to an unfortunate series of events. Seemingly
random accidents have taken the lives of several citizens in the small mountain town. Something is on the
hunt in Clarity, and the only clue as to what is happening is a cryptic note given to the victims 24 hours
before they meet their ends: "Wait for dark." Sheriff Mal Gordon knows how to handle his town, but he has
no idea how to handle this. Hollis Templeton and her team from the Special Crimes Unit, including her
partner and lover, telepath Reese DeMarco, are called in to investigate. But while the SCU has prepared
them for the unknown, the incredible evil stalking Clarity shakes the team to its core when one of their own
is targeted. Now Hollis, the "cat with nine lives" finds herself facing death again, and this time, not even her
partner can protect her.

Hunter, Georgia

We Were the Lucky Ones

Debut author Hunter excavates the remarkable history of her own family in this chronicle, which follows the
journeys of a Polish Jewish family during the Holocaust. It is the spring of 1939 and three generations of
the Kurc family are doing their best to live normal lives, even as the shadow of war grows closer. The talk
around the family Seder table is of new babies and budding romance, not of the increasing hardships

threatening Jews in their hometown of Radom, Poland. But soon the horrors overtaking Europe will
become inescapable and the Kurcs will be flung to the far corners of the world, each desperately trying to
navigate his or her own path to safety. As one sibling is forced into exile, another one attempts to flee the
continent, and others struggle to escape certain death, either by working grueling hours on empty
stomachs in the factories of the ghetto or by hiding as gentiles in plain sight. Driven by an unwavering will
to survive and by the fear that they may never see one another again, the Kurcs must rely on hope,
ingenuity, and inner strength to persevere.

Johansen, Iris

No Easy Target

Margaret Douglas has worked hard to put her painful past behind her. Raised off the grid in an abusive
home, her only escape was the nearby forest where she sought refuge whenever she could. There, she
discovered a strange gift: the ability to understand animals and to communicate with them. And so animals
became her only friends during a desolate childhood. Now Margaret wants nothing more than to live a
quiet life under the radar. But her abilities have not gone unnoticed and there are those who would use
them for their own purposes. Every time someone gets too close, Margaret uproots her life and outruns
them, so when John Lassiter breaks into Margaret’s apartment, she vanishes again. But Lassiter has good
reason to be persistent. As a CIA operative, he owes his life to his men, and one of them is being held
captive by an unrelenting enemy — an enemy who has set his sights on Margaret. Lassiter intends to use
her as bait, and with danger in hot pursuit, Margaret finds herself matching wits with a man who refuses to
be stopped. Turning from the hunted to the hunter, Margaret must use everything she has ever learned to
not only survive but to prove once and for all that she’s no easy target.

Lustbader, Eric Van

Any Minute Now

Red Rover, a black-op private security team handling the dirtiest of wet work for the NSA, is betrayed on a
mission to capture and interrogate a mysterious Saudi deep in Pakistan. One of the team was killed, and
the remaining two barely escaped alive. Now the surviving members Greg Whitman and Felix Orteno are
adrift in a world full of deathly shadows, blind alleys, and unanswerable questions. Into their midst comes
Charlize Daou, a brilliant, wildly talented arms expert, who becomes the reason — and supplies the means
— to resurrect their mission. Disobeying orders, they secretly set out to find the Saudi in a perilous journey
that will lead them to a conspiracy that threatens to change the balance of power across the globe.

McCall Smith, Alexander

A Distant View of Everything

A new baby brings an abundance of joy to Edinburgh philosopher Isabel Dalhousie and her husband,
Jamie, but almost-four-year-old Charlie is none too keen on his newborn brother. In fact, he refuses to
acknowledge Magnus, and Isabel must find a way to impress upon her older son the patience and
understanding that have served as guiding principles in her own life. These are the very qualities that bring
Bea Shandon, an old acquaintance of Isabel’s, to seek her help. Matchmaker Bea has introduced a
wealthy female friend to a cosmetic surgeon at a recent dinner party. After new information comes to light
about the surgeon that causes Bea to doubt the auspiciousness of the match, Isabel agrees to find out
more, but as her inquiries take an unexpected turn, she starts to wonder whom exactly she should be
investigating. As ever, Isabel’s intelligence, quick wit, and deep empathy will come to her aid as she
grapples with the issues that are her bread and butter: friendship and its duties, the obligation of
truthfulness, and the importance of perspective.

McMahon, Jennifer

Burn Town

Ashford, Vermont, might look like your typical sleepy New England college town, but to the shadowy
residents who live among the remains of its abandoned mills and factories, it's known as "Burntown." Eva
Sandeski, known as "Necco" on the street, has been a part of this underworld for years, ever since the
night her father Miles drowned in a flood that left her and her mother Lily homeless. A respected professor,
Miles was also an inventor of fantastic machines, including one so secret that the plans were rumored to
have been stolen from Thomas Edison's workshop. According to Eva’s mother Lily, it's this machine that
got Miles murdered. Necco has always written off this claim as the fevered imaginings of a woman

consumed by grief. But when Lily dies under mysterious circumstances, and Necco's boyfriend is
murdered, she's convinced her mother was telling the truth. Now on the run from the man her mother
called "Snake Eyes," Necco must rely on other Burntown outsiders to survive. There are the "fire eaters, "
mystical women living off the grid on the river's edge, practicing a kind of soothsaying inspired by powerful
herbs called "the devil's snuff"; there's Theo, a high school senior who is scrambling to repay the money
she owes a dangerous man; and then there's Pru, the cafeteria lady with a secret life. As the lives of these
misfits intersect, and as the killer from the Sandeski family's past draws ever closer, Necco must take on a
hero’s quest to seek out the truth behind the tragedy that has plagued her young life.

Miller, Linda Lael

Forever a Hero

Mace Carson doesn't consider himself as a hero. Back in college, he came upon a woman in trouble and
intervened but he was just one irate Wyoming cowboy with his boots planted firmly on the side of right.
Now a successful vintner, Mace is shocked to be reunited with the woman he saved. It turns out she's in
Wyoming on business. Unfortunately, she’s representing the company that wants to buy his winery, and
he’s not selling. Kelly Wright has never forgotten that horrible night 10 years ago when Mace came to her
rescue. The surprising success of a winery in the middle of ranch country has brought her to Mustang
Creek, and she's secretly thrilled to discover Mace at the helm. Reluctant to mix business with pleasure,
Kelly vows to keep things professional, until her attacker is released from prison and comes for vengeance
… against both of them.

Palmer, Diana

Undaunted

Falling love with her boss’s handsome millionaire neighbor Connor Sinclair was easy for young Emma
Copeland. Despite their vast differences and a past that’s left Connor reclusive and wary, desire rocks
them both. But there’s something Connor doesn’t know. Emma is responsible for the accident that changed
his life forever. Connor lives by rules intended to protect him, and Emma’s innocence is the only thing
that’s ever broken through his cold reserve. But now his trust is shattered, and by the time he realizes how
much he stands to lose, it might take a miracle to win her back.

Patterson, James

Murder Games

Dr. Dylan Reinhart wrote the book on criminal behavior … literally. He's a best-selling Ivy League expert on
the subject. When a copy of his book turns up at a gruesome murder scene, it looks like someone has
been taking notes. Elizabeth Needham is the headstrong and brilliant NYPD Detective in charge of the
case who recruits Dylan to help investigate a souvenir left at the scene — a playing card. Then another
murder reveals another card, and Dylan suspects they are a hint pointing toward the next victim.

Perabo, Susan

The Fall of Lisa Bellow

When a masked man with a gun enters a sandwich shop in broad daylight, 14-year-old Meredith Oliver
finds herself ordered to the filthy floor, where she cowers face to face with her school’s number one mean
girl, Lisa Bellow. The minutes tick by, and Meredith lurches between comforting the sobbing Lisa and
imagining her own impending death. Then the man orders Lisa Bellow to stand and come with him, leaving
Meredith to reconcile that she is “the girl left behind.” After Lisa’s abduction, Meredith spends most days in
her room withdrawing into an imaginary world as a coping mechanism. As the community stages vigils and
searches, Claire, Meredith’s mother, is torn between relief that her daughter is alive and helplessness over
her inability to protect or even comfort her. Her daughter is here, but she is not whole and is most certainly
not the same. This is an edgy and original exploration of the ripple effects of an unthinkable crime. It is a
dark, beautifully rendered novel about coping, about coming-of-age, and about forgiveness. It is also a
beautiful illustration of how one family, broken by tragedy, finds healing.

Phillips, Gin

Fierce Kingdom

The zoo is nearly empty as Joan and her four-year-old son, Lincoln, soak up the last few moments of
playtime. The day has been nearly perfect, but what Joan sees as she hustles her son toward the exit gate
minutes before closing time sends her sprinting back into the zoo with her child in her arms. Gunshots

have just rung out, turning their pleasurable afternoon into a parent's worst nightmare. Over the next three
hours, Joan struggles to keep her tired, cranky child quiet as she attempts to find a safe hiding place or
escape route. She discovers that others are trapped and that there are multiple shooters, who regard their
prey — both human and animal — with absolutely no compassion. Ultimately, this novel asks where the
boundary is between our animal instinct to survive and our human duty to protect one another.

Quick, Amanda

The Girl Who Knew Too Much

Irene Glasson’s boss warned her to leave town and then was murdered. She drove the length of Route 66
to reach Hollywood because it seemed like the ideal place to recreate herself and start a new life. Now
working as a cub reporter for a celebrity magazine, she’s at the exclusive Burning Cove Hotel to get a hot
scoop on actor Nick Tremayne, but when she finds her source, the beautiful actress is dead at the bottom
of the pool. She doubts the death was an accident, and hotel owner Oliver Ward is forced to agree. Oliver
Ward was once a world-famous magician — until he was injured during his last performance. Now he can’t
let scandal threaten his livelihood, even if it means trusting Irene, a woman who seems to have appeared
in Los Angeles out of nowhere. Together they start to explore why this woman may have been silenced.
Oliver is deft at sleight of hand and misdirection, and he can sense that Irene is hiding something from him,
but they must work to overcome their trust issues and put the puzzle pieces together. Quick’s latest
transports readers back to the 1930s, showing the grimy truth behind Hollywood’s glamorous facades.

Quinn, Julia

The Girl With the Make-Believe Husband

Cecilia Harcourt has too much bad news all at once: Her father dies and leaves her alone; she receives
word that her brother, Thomas, has been injured fighting in the American Revolution; her loathsome cousin
pressures her to marry him, and she stands to lose her only home if her brother doesn't survive to inherit it.
She does the only thing she can think to do — sail for America to care for Thomas. But when she gets
there, she finds her brother missing and his best friend unconscious in a hospital on the island of
Manhattan. Only immediate family is allowed to care for him, so Cecilia passes herself off as his wife.
That's how Capt. Edward Rokesby, second son of the Earl of Manston, came to wake up and find himself
married to a woman he's never met in person. But he does know her — and is half in love with her — just
from reading the letters she sent to her brother. A head injury keeps Edward from remembering the past
few months, so with everyone calling her his wife, he decides it must be true. Cecilia risks her entire future
by giving herself completely to the man she’s beginning to love. But when the truth comes out, Edward
may have a few surprises of his own for the new Mrs. Rokesby.

Reichs, Kathy

Two Nights

A childhood spent in a dangerous cult left Sunday Night with a bone-deep instinct for survival that's kept
her alive but left her full of hard edges and mostly friendless. Forced into early retirement from the police
force due to an injury, Sunnie retreats from an outside world until a wealthy woman contacts her for help.
Her teenage granddaughter has been missing since the day of a bombing near a Hebrew school in
Chicago. Suspecting the work of a cult, she believes Sunnie's unique first-hand experience may make her
the ideal woman to track down the girl. As much as Sunnie would rather stay isolated, she won't turn her
back on an innocent life in jeopardy even if she must face her own demons to find her.

Richmond, Michelle

The Marriage Pact

Newlyweds Alice and Jake are a picture-perfect couple. Alice, once a singer in a well-known rock band, is
now a successful lawyer, and Jake is a partner in an up-and-coming psychology practice. Their life
together holds endless possibilities. After receiving an enticing wedding gift from one of Alice’s prominent
clients, they decide to join an exclusive and mysterious group known only as The Pact. The goal of The
Pact seems simple … to keep marriages happy and intact. Most of its rules make sense: Always answer
the phone when your spouse calls, exchange thoughtful gifts monthly, plan a trip together once per quarter,
and never mention The Pact to anyone. Alice and Jake are initially seduced by the glamorous parties, the
sense of community and their widening social circle of like-minded couples … until one of them breaks the
rules. The young lovers are about to discover that for adherents to The Pact, membership, like marriage, is

for life. And The Pact will go to any lengths to enforce that rule. For Jake and Alice, the marriage of their
dreams is about to become their worst nightmare.

Rivers, Susan

The Second Mrs. Hockaday

The Civil War South comes to vivid life in this story of a woman's plight and a legacy of deceit that echoes
for generations. When Major Gryffth Hockaday is called to the front lines of the Civil War, his new bride is
left to care for her husband's 300-acre farm and infant son. Placidia, a mere teenager herself living far from
her family and completely unprepared to run a farm or raise a child, must endure the darkest days of the
war on her own. By the time Major Hockaday returns two years later, Placidia is bound for jail, accused of
having borne a child in his absence and murdering it. What really transpired in the two years he was away?
To what extremes can war and violence push a woman who is left to fend for herself? Told through letters,
court inquests, and journal entries, this saga, inspired by a true incident, unfolds with intensity. Amid the
desperation of wartime, Placidia sees the social order of her Southern homeland unravel. As she comes to
understand how her own history is linked to one runaway slave, her perspective on race and family are
upended. A love story, a story of the racial divide, and a story of the South as it fell in the war: this novel
explores how this generation — and the next — began to see their world anew.

Rosenberg, Joel

Without Warning

As the president of the United States prepares to deliver his State of the Union address, he is convinced
the Islamic State is about to be crushed by American forces once and for all. But foreign correspondent J.
B. Collins tells the president he’s dead wrong. With the Middle East on fire and the Israeli prime minister
dead, Collins fears a catastrophic attack inside the American homeland is imminent. He argues that only
an all-out manhunt to capture or kill the leader of ISIS can stop the attack and save American lives. But will
the president listen and take decisive action before it’s too late?

Scottoline, Lisa

One Perfect Lie

If you were looking for a midyear replacement for a departing government teacher, you could hardly do
better than Chris Brennan. He's clearly prepared to cover the courses in government and criminal justice.
He's bright, attractive, and personable. He bonds instantly and effectively with students, and he can even
serve as assistant coach of the school's faltering baseball team. Chris is clearly too good to be true, an
observation it never occurs to his new colleagues to take seriously. But Chris Brennan is an alias, his
resume is false, and everything about him is a lie … and he has a secret and terrifying agenda. Something
big is stirring in this small town in Pennsylvania, and a plot with nationwide consequences could create
uproar in the lives of more than the families of Central Valley High School.

Steel, Danielle

The Duchess

In 19th-century England, Angélique Latham has grown up at magnificent Belgrave Castle under the loving
tutelage of her father, the Duke of Westerfield, after the death of her aristocratic French mother. At 18, she
is her father’s closest, most trusted child, schooled in managing their grand estate. But when he dies, her
half-brothers brutally turn her out, denying her very existence. Angélique has a keen mind, remarkable
beauty, and an envelope of money her father pressed upon her. To survive, she will need all her resources
— and one bold stroke of fortune. Unable to secure employment without references or connections,
Angélique desperately makes her way to Paris, where she rescues a young woman fleeing an abusive
madam and sees a possibility. She will open an elegant house of pleasure that will protect its women and
serve only the best clients. With her upper-class breeding, her impeccable style, and her father’s bequest,
Angélique creates Le Boudoir, which soon becomes a sensational establishment where powerful men,
secret desires, and beautiful, sophisticated women come together. But by living on the edge of scandal,
can she ever make a life of her own or regain her rightful place in the world? Steel captures the struggles
of women in a male-ruled society and paints the portrait of a woman of unquenchable spirit, who, whether
in houses great or humble, is every ounce a duchess.

Strawser, Jessica

Almost Missed You

Three years into their marriage, Violet and Finn Welsh have a wonderful little boy named Bear, and as the
three of them embark on their first vacation as a family, Violet can’t help thinking that she can’t believe her
luck. So no one is more surprised than she when Finn leaves her at the beach, packs up the hotel room,
and disappears taking their son with him. Violet is suddenly in her own worst nightmare and faced with the
knowledge that the man she’s shared her life with, she never really knew at all. Caitlin and Finn have been
best friends forever, but when Finn shows up on Caitlin’s doorstep with his son, she faces an impossible
choice. Discovering Finn is wanted for kidnapping, he demands that Caitlin hide them from the authorities,
or he will reveal a secret that could destroy her own family if she doesn’t. To help a desperate Finn is to
betray a grieving mother. Torn between obligations of motherhood and friendship, Caitlin accedes to Finn's
demands while strategizing a plan to return Bear to his mother.

Torjussen, Mary

Gone Without a Trace

Hannah Monroe is flush with the promise of a much-earned promotion at her accounting firm and eager to
share the news with her live-in boyfriend of four years, Matt Stone. But when she returns to her house near
Liverpool from a training course in Oxford, Matt isn't there, and all his belongings have disappeared with
him. Bewildered and devastated, Hannah discovers that Matt's phone number has been deleted from her
phone and that he's even left his job. She turns for comfort to her best friend, Katie, who tries to persuade
her to move on, but all Hannah wants to do is find Matt and confront him. Soon she begins receiving
strange texts and suspects that someone is entering her house. When Hannah falls apart and her work
suffers, readers realize that not all is at it seems as they delve into Hannah's troubled mind, undertaking a
painful journey through her past that leads up to a heartbreaking conclusion. This is a hard look at human
nature and the lengths we will go to protect what we feel is ours.

Trigiani, Adriana

Kiss Carlo

It's 1949, and South Philadelphia bursts with opportunity during the post-war boom. The Palazzini Cab
Company & Western Union Telegraph Office, owned and operated by Dominic Palazzini and his three
sons, is flourishing. Business is good, and they're surrounded by sympathetic wives, with grandchildren on
the way. But the decades-long feud that split Dominic and his brother Mike and their once-close families
sets the stage for a rematch. Amidst the hoopla, the arrival of an urgent telegram from Italy upends the life
of Nicky Castone, Dominic‘s orphaned nephew, who lives and works with his family. Nicky decides, at 30,
that he wants more — more than just a job driving Car #4 and more than his longtime fiancée Peachy
DePino, a bookkeeper, can offer. When he admits to Peachy that he's been secretly moonlighting at the
local Shakespeare theater company, she has trouble understanding how Nicky finds himself drawn to the
stage, its colorful players and to the determined Calla Borelli, who inherited the enterprise from her father.
Nicky must choose between the conventional life his family expects of him or chart a new course and risk
losing everything he cherishes. This is a powerful, inter-generational story that celebrates the ties that bind
while staying true to oneself when all hope seems lost. Told against the backdrop of some of
Shakespeare's greatest comedies, this novel brims with romance as long buried secrets are revealed,
mistaken identities are unmasked, scores are settled, broken hearts are mended, and true love reigns.

Weir, Alison

Anne Boleyn, A King’s Obsession

Born into a noble English family, Anne is barely a teenager when she is sent from her family's Hever Castle
to serve at the royal court of the Netherlands. This strategic move on the part of her opportunistic father
also becomes a chance for the girl to grow and discover herself. There, and later in France, Anne thrives,
preferring to absorb the works of progressive writers rather than participate in courtly flirtations. She also
begins to understand the inequalities and indignities suffered by her gender. Anne isn't completely inured
to the longings of the heart, but her powerful family has ambitious plans for her future that override any
wishes of her own. When the King of England himself, Henry VIII, asks Anne to be his mistress, she spurns
his advances — reminding him that he is a married man who has already conducted an affair with her
sister, Mary. Anne's rejection only intensifies Henry's pursuit, but in the absence of a male heir, and given
an aging Queen Katherine, the opportunity to elevate and protect the Boleyn family, and to exact

vengeance on her envious detractors, is too tempting for Anne to resist, even as it proves to be her
undoing. While history tells of how Anne Boleyn died, this compelling new novel reveals how fully she lived.

Williams, Beatriz

Cocoa Beach

Burdened by a dark family secret, Virginia Fortescue flees her oppressive home in New York City for the
battlefields of World War I France. Driving an ambulance for the Red Cross, she meets a charismatic
British army surgeon whose persistent charm opens her heart to the possibility of love. As the war rages,
Virginia falls into a passionate affair with the dashing Captain Simon Fitzwilliam, only to discover that his
past has its own dark secrets — secrets that will damage their eventual marriage and propel her back
across the Atlantic to the sister and father she'd left behind. Five years later, in the early days of
Prohibition, the newly widowed Virginia Fitzwilliam arrives in the tropical boomtown of Cocoa Beach,
Florida, to settle her husband's estate. Simon's brother and sister welcome her with open arms and
introduce her to a dazzling new world of citrus groves, white beaches, bootleggers, and Prohibition agents.
But Virginia senses a predatory presence lurking beneath the irresistible, hedonistic surface of this coastal
oasis. The more she learns about Simon and his mysterious business interests, the more she fears that the
dangers surrounding Simon now threaten her and their daughter's life as well.

Woods, Stuart

Fast & Loose

Stone Barrington is enjoying a boating excursion when a collision between his yacht and another, larger
boat in Maine’s foggy Penobscot Bay, presents a unique business opportunity. The authors of his
misfortune are genial members of the prestigious family who started the Carlsson Clinic, “a famous
hospital, with locations in several cities, like the Mayo Clinic.” As it turns out, Stone and his new friends
have an enemy in common, and he's the sort of man who regards any professional defeat as a personal
and intolerable insult. Stone ends up helping the Carlssons thwart a takeover of their clinic, thereby
antagonizing the schemer behind the attempt, Erik Macher. And when Stone's sly cunning collides with his
adversary's hair-trigger-temper, the results are explosive.

Large Print — Nonfiction
Anderson, Gillian & Nadel, Jennifer

We: A Manifesto for Women

Written in a conversational, almost confiding tone, journalist Jennifer Nadel, and acclaimed actress Gillian
Anderson, have supported each other as friends for more than a decade. Together, they have written this
practical guide for women, using many personal insights and struggles as the beginning point for what they
hope will be a miraculous journey of individual and collective healing. The book is divided into two main
sections, the first highlighting four “essential practices,” (such as gratitude), that are integral to the
implementation of the subsequent nine principles they feel offer a path for dealing with life's inevitable
emotional and spiritual challenges. These principles take the form of abstractions such as peace, joy, and
love, but the book takes these notions out of the realm of the abstract and makes the reader work for them.
Each chapter includes quotes, anecdotes, and exercises that require real effort and lend the book more
heft than just another recitation of self-help platitudes.

Collins, Judy

Cravings: How I Conquered Food

Since childhood, lyrical and widely loved singer, Judy Collins has had a fraught relationship with food. Her
issues with overeating nearly claimed her career and her life. For decades she thought she simply lacked
self-discipline. She tried nearly every diet plan that exists, often turning to alcohol to dull the pain of yet
another failed attempt to control her seemingly insatiable cravings. Today, Judy knows she suffers from an
addiction to sugar and grains, flour and wheat. She adheres to a strict diet of unprocessed foods
consumed in carefully measured portions. This solution has allowed her to maintain a healthy weight for
years and to attain peace of mind. In a memoir that is equal parts confessional drama and self-help book,
she provides some meaningful information for readers who may be struggling with similar issues.

Ginsburg, Ruth Bader

My Own Words: Ruth Bader Ginsburg

Spanning 70 years, this is a well-rounded collection of writings and speeches by Supreme Court Justice
Ruth Bader Ginsburg on wide-ranging topics, including gender equality, on the work ways of the Supreme
Court, on being Jewish, on law and lawyers in opera, and on the value of looking beyond United States
shores when interpreting the U.S. Constitution. This book contains a sampling of her prolific writing and
public speaking, selected by Justice Ginsburg and her authorized biographers Mary Hartnett and Wendy
W. William. Even those who have followed the octogenarian jurist over her long and distinguished tenure
on the Supreme Court will find plenty of less expected items to relish, including an editorial Ginsburg wrote
as an eighth grader in 1946 for her Brooklyn elementary school newspaper on the importance of the new
U.N. Charter. At a time of bitter political partisanship, her respect and affection for colleagues with different
views, as displayed in posthumous tributes to fellow justices Rehnquist and Scalia, are very welcome. The
variety of subjects is impressive, and Ginsburg's gift for concision enables her to discuss them in enough
detail to engage interest while leaving the reader wanting more.

Kleiss, N. Jack “Dusty”

Never Call Me a Hero

On the morning of June 4, 1942, high above the tiny Pacific atoll of Midway, Lt. "Dusty" Kleiss burst out of
the clouds and piloted his SBD Dauntless into a near-vertical dive aimed at the heart of Japan’s Imperial
Navy which six months earlier had struck Pearl Harbor. The greatest naval battle in history raged around
him, as the U.S. desperately searched for its first major victory of World War II. In a matter of seconds,
Dusty’s daring 20,000-foot dive helped alter the war’s trajectory. Plummeting through the air at 240 knots
amid anti-aircraft fire, the 26-year-old pilot from USS Enterprise’s elite Scouting Squadron Six fixed on an
invaluable target — the aircraft carrier Kaga, one of Japan’s most important capital ships. He released
three bombs at the last possible instant, and then desperately pulled out of his gut-wrenching 9-g dive.
Dusty’s bombs struck the carrier’s deck, and Kaga erupted into an inferno from which it would never
recover. Arriving safely back at Enterprise, Dusty was met with heartbreaking news: his best friend was
missing and presumed dead along with two dozen fellow naval aviators. Unbowed, Dusty returned to the
air that same afternoon and remarkably, fatally struck another enemy carrier, Hiryu. Two days later, his
dead-eye aim contributed to the destruction of a third Japanese warship, the cruiser Mikuma, thereby
making Dusty the only pilot from either side to land hits on three different ships, all of which sank — losses
that crippled the once-fearsome Japanese fleet. By battle’s end, the humble young sailor from Kansas had
earned his place in history, yet he stayed silent for decades, living quietly with his children and his wife,
Jean, whom he married less than a month after Midway. Now, 75 years later, his extraordinary memoir tells
the Navy Cross recipient’s full story for the first time, offering an unprecedentedly intimate look at the
decisive contest for control of the Pacific.

Meyer, Joyce

20 Ways to Make Every Day Better

Any one of life’s many challenges can test our temperament and rob us of joy. Too often, our impulse is to
write today off and hope for a better tomorrow. However, one terrible day easily turns into many and
according to Meyer, we're living a life far from what God has in mind for us. In her latest, Joyce shares
biblical illustrations, actionable advice and the encouragement she feels we need to start enjoying life.

Miller, Scott

Agent 110

In November 1942, American spymaster Allen Dulles slipped into Bern, Switzerland, a thriving community
of foreign agents, just before Nazi forces sealed the border. His mission: to report on the inner workings of
the Third Reich. Code-named Agent 110 by the OSS, he discovered a network of Germans —
industrialists, students, diplomats, and generals — conspiring to overthrow Hitler. Dulles was reluctant to
help what looked like a lost cause. The Gestapo had penetrated anti-Nazi rings, rounding up their
members with ruthless efficiency. Brave attempts to stage a coup or blow Hitler's plane from the sky had
failed. Dulles also knew there was little appetite in Washington for giving the German underground what
they coveted most — the assurance that Germany would be well treated after the war. Instead, President
Franklin Roosevelt would accept nothing less from Germany than unconditional surrender. Aided by his
mistress, an American journalist, Dulles built a network of spies and secured the trust of resistance

leaders. In clandestine meetings on bridges, in cemeteries, and high in the Alps, he became convinced that
Moscow aimed to dominate postwar Europe, and his new German friends offered him a chance to thwart
those ambitions. Agent 110 organized commando raids and schemed to protect his informants from the
Gestapo. He desperately sought Washington's support in Operation Valkyrie, a plan that nearly succeeded
in killing Hitler and worked with a ruthless Nazi SS general to secure the surrender of all German forces in
Italy. Miller, a former writer for the Wall Street Journal, skillfully weaves a double narrative of Dulles'
machinations and those of the German resistance, explaining how they intersected and where they parted.
He gives readers wonderful details throughout, for example, one assassination plot against Hitler used
bottles of Cointreau because the designated bombs fitted exactly into the square-shaped bottles. The story
as a whole is intriguing, but the desperately ingenious plots of the German resistance against Hitler are the
most riveting parts of this clandestine history. Dulles himself would eventually be placed in charge of the
CIA during the Cold War, where he helped set the stage for U.S. foreign policy.

Moore, James W.

All I Want for Christmas

This Advent study has five sessions: one for each Sunday of Advent and one for Christmas. Each chapter
includes questions for reflection and discussion, a brief prayer, a focus for the week, and six daily Bible
readings for a personal devotional time during the holiday season.

Piniella, Lou

Lou

For nearly five decades, Lou Piniella has been a fixture in Major League Baseball, as an outfielder with the
legendary New York Yankees of the 1970s, and as a manager for five teams in both the American and
National leagues. With respected veteran sportswriter Bill Madden, Piniella now reflects on his storied
career, offering fans a glimpse of life on the field, in the dugout, and inside the clubhouse in this candid,
revealing, and entertaining memoir.

Rice, Condoleeza

Democracy

From the end of the Cold War and the collapse of the Soviet Union, to the ongoing struggle for human
rights in the Middle East, Condoleezza Rice has served on the front lines of history. As a child, she was an
eyewitness to the awakening of freedom, when her hometown of Birmingham, Alabama, became the
epicenter of the civil rights movement for black Americans. In this book, Rice explains what epochal events
can teach us about democracy. Drawing lessons for democracy from around the world, she finds that no
transitions to democracy are the same because every country starts in a different place. Pathways diverge
and sometimes circle backward. Time frames for success vary dramatically, and countries often suffer
false starts before getting it right. The question is not how to create perfect circumstances for democratic
rule, but how to move forward under difficult ones. At a time when people around the world are wondering
whether democracy is in decline, Rice shares insights from her experiences as a policy-maker, scholar,
and citizen, in order to put democracy's challenges into perspective.

Ryan, Tom

Will’s Red Coat

Drawn by an online post, Tom Ryan adopted Will, a frightened, deaf, and mostly blind elderly dog, and
brought him home to live with him. The only owners Will ever knew had grown too fragile to take care of
themselves or of him. Ultimately, Will was left at a kill shelter in New Jersey. Tom hoped to give Will a
place to die with dignity, amid the rustic beauty of the White Mountains of his New Hampshire home. But
when Will bites him numerous times and acts out in violent displays, Tom realizes he is in for a challenge.
With endless patience and kind, continued empathy, Will eventually begins to thrive. Soon, the angry, hurt,
depressed, and near-death oldster has transformed into a happy, gamboling companion with a puppy-like
zest for discovery. Will perseveres for two and a half years, inspiring hundreds of thousands with his
courage, resilience, and unforgettable heart.

Scottoline, Lisa & Serritella, Francesca

I Need a Lifeguard Everywhere but the Pool

The “perennially hilarious” mother-daughter team is back with a new collection of stories from their real
lives, guaranteed to make you laugh out loud. Join Lisa and Francesca as they regret drunk-shopping

online, try smell-dating, and explore the freedom of a hiatus from men — a “Guyatus.” They offer a fresh
and funny take on the triumphs and face-palm moments of modern life, showing that when it comes to
navigating the crazy world we live in, we could all use a lifeguard.

Large Print — Romance
Carr, Robyn
Higgins, Kristan
Neggers, Carla
Sands, Lynsay

Any Day Now
On Second Thought
Red Clover Inn
Lady Pirate

Large Print — Mystery/Suspense/Adventure/Fantasy
Atherton, Nancy
Dams, Jeanne M.
Gregorio, Michael
Harrison, Cora
Jecks, Michael
Maxwell, Alyssa
Spencer, Sally

Aunt Dimity Digs In
Smile and Be a Villain
Think Wolf
A Shocking Assassination
Rebellion’s Message
Murder Most Malicious
Death in Disguise

Large Print — Inspirational Fiction
Blackstock, Terri

If I’m Found (Justice, Fugitives, Murder
Investigations)

Hatcher, Robin Lee

You’ll Think of Me (Single Mothers, Widows,
Romance)

Lewis, Beverly

The Ebb Tide (Amish, Love Story, Nannies)

Love, Dorothy

Carolina Gold (Historical, Rice Plantations,
South Carolina Lowcountry, Romance)

Peterson, Tracie

Beloved Hope (Frontier Life, Massacres)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Regular Print — Fiction
Brown, Janelle
Connelly, Michael
Dailey, Janet
French, Nicci
Jackson, Joshilyn
Kellerman, Jonathan & Jesse
Mallery, Susan
McCall Smith, Alexander
Morrison, Mary B.
Olson, Karen
Pendziwol, Jean
Willett, Marcia

Watch Me Disappear
The Late Show
Just a Little Christmas
Dark Saturday
Almost Sisters
Crime Scene
Secrets of the Tulip Sisters
A Distant View of Everything
The One I’ve Waited For
Betrayed
The Lightkeeper’s Daughters
Indian Summer
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